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FEATURES

PURPOSE AND BENEFITS

Prime FMS is a Cloud-Based Fuel Management System 
that utilizes state of the art / cutting edge technology to 
provide a truly unique dual-purpose FMS System. The dual-
purpose nature of the technology means the system can 
be used as a retail forecourt service station system OR an 
own use commercial use system for back to base refueling 
applications all in the one phone App-based system.

Prime Cloud Server provides simple and cost-effective 
control and reporting of fuel pumping and dispensing 
systems from anywhere in the world.  



PRIME FUEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CLOUD BASED FUEL MANAGEMENT

INTRODUCTION

• Control your entire fuel network from the Cloud. Prime FMS allows you to convert your conventional fuel systems 

into a 24/7 unmanned refueling network.

• Users can gain access within 5 minutes and begin buying fuel from any Prime networked site.

• Prime FMS completely simplifies control over fuel dispensing and provides a lot of ease and convenience to the 

customers by converting conventional fleet cards to your smart-phone.

• This allows a person to fill their vehicle in any country that has a Prime FMS network.

• Prime FMS can work side by side with existing POS systems, as well as converting all of your existing fleet cards, 

HID, or fob buttons to a virtual card.

• The system can import your network into our Prime FMS and take over the management of your networks.

• Prime FMS Controller allows full tiering and management over pricing and discounts for loyal or larger 

volume customers.

• The system has a full range of restrictions on types and amounts of fuel that can be allocated to each vehicle and 

driver. No more lost cards or fobs, just simply activate or deactivate in the Cloud.

• Imagine the benefits of being able to join your independent gas station to a national chain of independent 

outlets AND receive a profit share of the fuel sale if your customer uses a network partner station out of your area!

• Allows independent fuel distributors or gas station owners to join their retail network to a nationwide 

independent network in a safe, secure and profitable manner.

• Allows you to turn existing commercial customer's use sites into retail network sites.
• Works with existing gas station forecourt POS systems so operators can use the inside POS console during 

business hours and switch to an unmanned site out of business hours.

• Turn your site into a 24-hour site simply, securely, and cost-effectively.

• System can communicate with over 100 different fuel pump / dispenser brands globally.

• Can be retrofitted to any type of fuel site anywhere on the planet.

• No requirements for fobs or cards – all phone App technology.

• Can be used as a commercial own use back to base fuel management system.

CONNECTION TO DISPENSERS

Prime FMS controller can simultaneously manage up to 64 refueling hoses. For example, you could have 64 sides of 1-
sided dispensers or 32 sides of 2-sided fuel dispensers or a mixture of both with each dispenser up to 4 various 
communication protocols, as each of the pump ports can be adjusted to a separate communication protocol and 
baud rate and can connect up to 16 fueling places. This will facilitate being able to distribute all the 64 pumps 
between any of the pump ports.



REPORTS (PUMPS, SALES DATA AND TANKS)

Prime FMS changes grades, price volume measurements, and control of petroleum product parameters on site. 
Users can connect to Prime FMS cloud-server at any time and view reports, activate new users, communicate 
with current users, provide loyalty bonuses, and send promotions directly to the app.

− Independent reporting on sales at dispensers and movement of petroleum product at any site
− Volume throughput and data over what locations are selling or dispensing the most.
− Remote supervision over petrol station or petroleum depot operation
− Cloud-based reporting for your network of petrol stations and tank depots.
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PRIME FUEL MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM  CONTROLLER PUMP PORT 

(1-12)

DISPENSERS

PC, Laptop or Mobile Device 
with Web Browser

CLOUD CONNECTION

Reporting on site sales using Prime FMS cloud server

PRIME FMS PAYMENT SYSTEM

Prime FMS uses a contactless payment system. no more receipt printers, card readers, pin pads, and expensive 
payment systems.

Customer Convenience

The biggest advantage of using Prime FMS and mobile payments is that it makes it easier for your customers to pay 
you. Instead of customers pulling out their credit cards, cash, or writing a check, mobile payment supports 
contactless payments via smartphones and the Prime FMS mobile application.

This not only speeds up the fuel transaction process, but it also gives you the chance to engage with your customers 
throughout the entire customer journey. For example, using beacons allows you to send customers coupons when 
they’re in proximity to your store, browse product descriptions while shopping, up-sell additional products, and 
accept payments wherever and whenever the customer prefers. By making it easier for your customers to make a 
payment and interact with them, you can increase conversions and turn these customers into ongoing repeat 
buyers. Customers no longer need to wait for fleet cards or fobs to be sent to start using the system. Just simply 
download the Prime App and get refueling in minutes.

PRIME FUEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CLOUD BASED FUEL MANAGEMENT



Reduces Expenses 

Prime FMS eliminates the need for you to purchase expensive point of sale equipment. For example, key fobs, EMV 
upgrades to pumps, receipt printers, or card readers). By simply downloading the Prime App on their mobile device and 
setting up their preferences, the customer can immediately join the next generation of fuel sales. There will be no more 
paper invoices for record-keeping because the invoice is stored in the account and emailed to the customer at the end 
of every transaction.

Integrates Loyalty Programs, Points and Rewards 

Prime FMS has the ability to integrate loyalty and reward programs. Customers’ information is stored in the 
Prime FMS mobile application and the platform panel — like being able to send customers a coupon when they’re in 
proximity to your store. This means that customers can automatically receive reward points or coupons for every 
transaction that they make. These reward points and loyalty discounts could also be used as a form of payment in any 
of the Fuel Stations on the Prime FMS network.
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DISPENSERS

Prime FMS accepts all major credit cards and prepaid 
cards as a mode of payment

PRIME FMS MOBILE 
APPLICATION

Prime FMS Platform Panel  showing data on Application 
and Rewards Users

Reports showing 
data regarding 

Money spent by 
customers, 

Redeemed Bonus 
Points and 
Received 

discounts.

Reports showing 
data regarding 
total number of 

PrimeFMS 
Mobile 

Application 
Users.

PRIME FUEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
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Access to Actionable Data 

Prime FMS can provide actionable customer data, such as how frequently they shop at your business, how 
much they spend, and what their preferred payment method is. This information can be used to target your 
customers based on their shopping behavior, patterns, demands, which improves customer service. 
When you improve customer service, you can increase your sales.  Anticipating these customer needs 
ahead of time enables your business to exceed expectations.

Prime FMS Platform Panel  showing data on Transaction Logs to 
understand specific customer behavior

Prime FMS Platform Panel  showing data on overall 
customer activity

Reports showing 
data regarding 

Customer rating 
by visit.

This chart shows 
you who is your 
most and least 

active customer.

Reports showing 
data regarding 

customer 
activity.

This helps 
identify the 

numbers of new, 
active, dormant, 

and lost 
customers.

Reports showing 
data regarding 

Customer 
transaction logs.
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PRIME FMS MOBILE APPLICATION

“One account, endless Possibilities!” The Prime FMS Mobile Application is run by Prime 
FMS Cloud. The mobile app and the controller know the communication protocols of a 
great variety of dispensers. It allows management over any of them. It is built for retail, 
fleet and commercial networks, anywhere in the world. Customers could potentially go 
on vacation and use their Prime FMS app to refuel in another county.

Welcome to the Next Generation of Refueling. Welcome to Prime FMS

Prime FMS Mobile  
Application Logo

Prime FMS Mobile Application 
Dashboard

Fuel Station Location and 
Type of Service Provided

Filter Tab allows the user to 
rearrange the Fuel Station Lists 

from different specific categories

List of Fuel Products available in 
that specific location and their 

respective prices

“Starred” Icon allows the user 
to mark their most important 

location so they can easily 
find them later.

Dashboard Icon

QR Code allows you
to pinpoint a site if

unsure of the 
location 

PRIME FUEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
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Prime FMS 
Mobile Application Maps Page

Portable Dashboard that is accessible in the maps page with the click of a 
location pin icon

Pin icon to show a specific location of  a Fuel Station within the web 
mapping service

Map Icon allows the mobile app user to access a web mapping service to 
locate Fuel Stations

Prime FMS Mobile Application Fuel 
Station Page

Clicking the “Take Fuel” Button Leads you to the product page where you can select which 
type of Fuel to purchase.

After selecting your product, It directs you to the fueling page where it shows the type of 
product you're fueling, hose/pump number, and the price.

What separates the Prime FMS App from others is that aside from choosing the usual 
pre-authorize amounts in both Volume and Cost value, It also allows you to choose from 
a variety of payment methods, including fleet card, credit card or pre-paid, all from one 
platform.

PRIME FUEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CLOUD BASED FUEL MANAGEMENT



Prime FMS Payment 
Procedure Page

After selecting the volume of the fuel product you want to dispense, Prime FMS directs you to the refueling and payment page where it 

shows the type of product you're fueling, hose/pump number, price, and payment method options where customers can add their credit card 

for payment, or access their fleet account.

Click “FUEL” button to start refueling

Web mapping service showing 
the location of the fuel station

Product, hose number, and total 
volume selected for fueling

All-in-one account set-up in the 
Prime FMS mobile app for 
payment and receipts

PRIME FUEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CLOUD BASED FUEL MANAGEMENT

Real time viewing of the 
dispensing

Once transaction is complete 
the receipt is emailed 
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PUMP PORT 
(1-12)

DISPENSERS

PRIME FMS  CLOUD SERVER

Prime FMS Application allows any type of  payment 
from fleet card to credit cards

EXISTING FUEL CARDS



PRIME FUEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CLOUD BASED FUEL MANAGEMENT

Prime FMS 
For Global Contact - Shayne Lowrie 
T: +1 (587) 599 1542 
E: info@globalengmfg.com
    shayne@globaleng.ca

Global Engineering Solutions 
For Australia / Pacific
Contact - Daniel McLaren T: 1300 539 953
E: daniel@globaleng.ca
    admin@globaleng.ca

www.globalengmfg.com

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

## PARAMETER VALUE

1

2

3

4

5

Power Supply Voltage

Maximal Current Consumption

Temperature Range

Weight

Overall Dimensions

12 V DC

700 mA max

-40 ... +80 Degrees Celsius

200 g

85 x 58 x 30 mm

DISPENSER COMPATABILITY

PRIME FUEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM LIST OF COMPATIBLE DISPENSERS

2A 

ACTRONIC 

ADAST (ADAMOV SYSTEMS) 

AG WALKER 

AGIRA 

ANGI International 

ARIEL 

ASPRO 

ASSYTECH

ASTRON

AZT  

BARANSAY 

BATCHEN 

BENNETT

BLUE SKY 

CENSTAR 

CFT Clean Fuel 

CHANGLONG 

COMPAC 

COPTRON 

CORITEC 

DATIAN MACHINES 

DEM G. SPYRIDES 

DEVELCO

DINT 

DONG HWA PRIME 

DURULSAN 

PRIME FMS CONTROLLER 
SPECIFICATIONS

EAGLESTAR 

EKOSIS 

EMGAZ DRAGON 

EPCO 

ESIWELMA 

EUROPUMP 

FALCON LPG 

FLOW 

FORNOVO GAS

FUELQUIP 

FUELSIS

GALILEO 

GASLIN 

GERKON 

GILBARCO 

GREENFIELD 

HAKO 

HITACHI 

HONG YANG 

IMW 

INTERMECH 

KALVACHA 

KIEVNIIGAZ 

KOREA ENE 

KPG-2 

KRAUS 

KWANGSHIN 

LANFENG 

LG ENE 

LOGITRON 

MASER 

MEKSAN / WAYNE SU86 

MEKSER 

MEPSAN 

MIDCO 

MM PETRO (ZAP) 

MOTOGAZ 

MS GAS 

NARA 

NUOVA MIGAS 

NUOVO PIGNONE 

ORCA 

PEC (GALLAGHER FUEL SYSTEMS) 

PECO

PETPOSAN

PETROEQUIP

PETROMECCANICA 

PETROTEC 

PROWALCO 

PUMP CONTROL 

PUMPTRONICS 

REAL-TECH 

RIX 

SAFE 

SALZKOTTEN 

SANKI 

SEA BIRD 

SHELF 

SCHEIDT & BACHMANN 

SHIBATA 

SLAVUTICH 

SOMO PETRO 

STAR 

TATSUNO (JAPAN) 

TATSUNO EUROPE (FORMER BENC) 

TEKSER 

TOKHEIM 

TOKHEIM INDIA 

TOKICO 

TOMINAGA 

TOPAZ 

TRANSPONDER 

UCAR ELEKTRIC 

UNICON-TIT 

VANZETTI 

WAYNE DRESSER 

WAYNE PIGNONE 

YENEN 

ZCHENG GENUINE MACHINES




